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; all our advice to
clients is based on their soils’ fertility.  This is how we’ve worked for over 30 years.

If certain nutrients are adrift, remedies must follow, pH must be correct, the budget must
be considered.  Cobb Agri’s four-year rolling programme is designed around the needs of
the soil in question and the crops growing on it.  Our unique record keeping ensures filed
are never missed or duplicated or have inaccurate recommendations based on old or no
data.  Fertiliser is the last part of the discussion, not the first part.

Assessing the effect of liming is a routine job. How much lime is required is not an easy
question to answer, over-liming and under-liming are both very expensive, either by wasting
money or compromising crops.  Most of our lime testing is done before the Autumn, so that
proper consideration can be given to cropping policy support. Fire brigade action is a sign
of bad planning, and we rather a proactive approach.

Satellite technology for soil sampling now provides colour coded plans of the fertility of
your fields so you can really start to feed where you need. With variable rate spreading now
more widespread in availability we can now assist you in attending to those low-fertility
areas of your land that have held back production and make savings where indices are good.

Cobb Agri can provide both traditional and GPS soil sampling coupled with useful farm maps
– ideal for applications and contractors particularly. Our robust record keeping and sound
nutrient advice, coupled with our independence as merchants not traders mean that any
recommendations you receive, you know are soundly considered.  We will have taken into
account your organic inputs and will advise on best management of this excellent resource
before any products are considered.

Bespoke and tailored fertilisers particularly with added Sodium and / or Sulphur really can
lift palatability, yield and availability of nutrients to the crops.  Your budget plus any
restrictions on your goals, timings, man-power, storage, applications and kit will all be taken
into account to provide the right advice for you.


